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Subject: ( 1 ) Re: A T. Jaclyn Symes. Sending the rest as we sent to Tania Maxwell

These are copy's of our posts to Tania Maxwell's Victims of Crime. VOC. INVESTIGATIONS.
To we are still to receive any conformation of after 3month of sending. Would you be
interested in browsing our problem concerning our daughters (( unascertained ))death &
appears to have died from?, our concerns with the justice system, we can send it to your
email to see if it fits in the criteria of VOC in your opinion, we would be so grateful as in the
past we have been shunted ignored & lied to. The only statement received by all other
authorities is see the coroner (ONLY) why has one public entity been given so much
authority along with their ignorance & arrogance that they don't have to include other
entities and are untouchable even to the point of lying to the Attorney General & he
accepts it unquestioned.
Someone needs to audit their staff & qualifications & question their logic of their medieval
practices. BUT never have we heard we have got it WRONG. The Judicial Commission are
toothless or in cahoots, they have all info but came back with the trivial matters with
answers of,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,are not related to the conduct of the Officer.Under the Judicial
Commission of Victoria Act2016 (the Act), the Commission can only investigate complaints
about judicial officers and non-judicial VCAT members. Ihave, therefore, dismissed this
part of your complaint under section 13(2)(b) of the Act on the grounds that section 16(2)
(b)of the Act applies.Section 16(2)(b) provides that the Commission must dismiss a
complaint if it does not relate to a judicial officer or non-judicial member of
VCAT....................................I have, therefore, dismissed this part of your complaint under
section 13(2)(b) of the Act on the grounds that section 16(2)(b) of the Act applies. Section
16(2)(b) provides that the Commission must dismiss a complaint if it does not relate to a
judicial officer or non-judicial member of VCAT....It's all related to the coroner judge not
doing his job.
Someone in Parliament gave these judges TOTAL independence, they don't have to answer
to no one and it takes an act of Parliament to call them out.
Not sure if you are aware of coroners corruption in the USA before prohibition,evidently
they had no one to answer to as they were given full reign without audit by gov officials,so
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were open to FRAUD with offers of payments from relatives & perpetrators to cover a
victims demise & hide facts of reported deaths for payment & it seems not much has
changed with this Victorian practice.
When we started putting all our information together we thought we should also contact
CRIMESTOPPERS & upon so the operator took an interest to the point he asked for a
superior to take our concerns to which she showed a big interest till we mentioned the
coroner & then she went cold and said no dice see ya.
The same happened with other GOV depts & state GOV,& the Attorney Generals dept. Plus
when we sent in an appeal to reopen an investigation to Chief coroner Judge Ian Gray,
there was no way of this happening & told if you want to pursue this you have to take it to
the Supreme Court.(Judge against Judge). LOL.
So with not one single answer from this institution they shut up shop, THEY ANSWER TO
NO ONE.(PLEASE).
.Would have thought our concerns would come under the category With VOC.
Item(3) an examination of how to ensure that judges and magistrates have appropriate
knowledge and expertise when sentencing and dealing with offenders, including an
understanding of recidivism and the causes of crime;
Item(4) the consideration of judicial appointment processes in other jurisdictions,
specifically noting the particular skill-set necessary for judges and magistrates overseeing
specialist courts.(( Obviously not interested ))..........................................................
............................https://parliament.vic.gov.au/lsic-lc/article/4531

PARLIAMENT.VIC.GOV.AU
Legal and Social Issues
Probe into sudden senior staffer death at Victoria’s Coroner’s Court
Herald Sun
September 11, 2018 6:20pm…
See More
Doug Sheridan
https://www.theage.com.au/.../victorian-coroner-stands...

THEAGE.COM.AU
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Victorian Coroner stands down while under investigation
Victorian Coroner stands down while under investigation
Doug Sheridan
https://www.heraldsun.com.au/.../b7b8b22adaa2b29013c45309...

HERALDSUN.COM.AU
Family fury over execution findings
Family fury over execution findings
Doug Sheridan
https://www.theage.com.au/.../the-mysterious-case-of...

THEAGE.COM.AU
The mysterious case of Warren Meyer, and the failure to learn from it
The mysterious case of Warren Meyer, and the failure to learn from it
Doug Sheridan
https://www.abc.net.au/.../family-of-brenda.../7852776...

ABC.NET.AU
'Justice system is broken': Family of slain grandmother found in pool vows not to give up
'Justice system is broken': Family of slain grandmother found in pool vows not to give up

AS CORONER JUDGES.HOW CAN ONE MAN HAVE SO MUCH CONTROL OVER
ALL OTHER AUTHORITY'S AND DOESN'T HAVE TO INCLUDE POLICE OR OTHERS
IN INVESTIGATIONS .HERE'S BETTING THE POLICE FORCE HAVE NO INFO INTO
OUR DAUGHTERS UNASCERTAINED DEATH....... FOR 10YRS WE WAITED All
these people were in receipt of our daughters death and not one offer of help,
you all shut up shop, not even an opinion. Nothing will change, they watch
each others backs.
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MR Ian Gray state coroner

& George Brandis

Pauline Hanson
Derryn Hinch & Tania Maxwell

...AFP.......... ........plus others.TOOTHLESS.
If this is supposed to TO BE A FORM OF CLOSURE I'm sorry but all of these people live in a
sick world full of righteous and sanitized beliefs .The sad part of all this is nobody has
approached saying we have it wrong, last week someone from Tania Maxwells office rang
and asked if we approached the coroners Dr for answers and we responded with an email
of why should we when if he unascertained
death he didn't know himself. Now the real sad part about all this and our treatment,
has to be I am sure that I had a solution to one of the states biggest cold cases kept
inhouse till something was done for US, but now it will be treated in the same way as your
constituent's have treated us over the last ten years, don't bother to ask.
https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/give-our-judges-a-break-it-s-a-dirty-job-andthey-have-to-do-it-20180412-p4z98e.html
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